My dear Herr Mayor:

I have been trying to get you by phone.

I am sending a set of the drawings of the sketch for concrete in double walls.

I want them copied over and the beams and girders + columns checked.

The actual walls are 8" by 4" thick - the live load on each floor is 75" per ft, except windows & stairs which are 100". Roof 30".

I have checked them a little myself.

Original beams B4 can be 23½" thick.

Window + beams + floor joist were approved.

Staircase ¼" deeper - B4 in 1½ floor frame can be 19½" or 1½ more than shown by Rockett - Tested high bend steel is 5600 and

20,000" allowed - No concrete more than 7½ to

I want to pay for these service and I wish greatly appreciate it if you can give it attention at once.

Yours sincerely,